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Delaware Community Meetings on the ESSA Plan Draft

• Topic: Comprehensive and Targeted Support and Improvement Schools

• Number of Participants: 15

• Location and Date: Seaford, November 29, 2016

Question 1: Each state is required to determine if Title I schools meet the criteria for comprehensive

and targeted support and improvement status. Approximately, two-third of all schools are Title I.

Which of the following types of schools should the state consider for identification?

• Title I schools only

• Title I schools and Title I eligible schools only (Title I eligible schools meet the eligibility criteria but are
not served with Title I funds

• All schools

Number of Participants selecting Option

Title I schools only
Title I schools and

Title I eligible schools only
All schools

8 0 7

Benefits

-Fixed amount of money.
Eligible schools do not want
the money. Money will go
further. Title I is for low
income and if other schools
are included the money isn’t
going where intended.

-Could be closing an equity gap
with more funding available

-Most money in neediest
schools

-Comparable population -All schools would be treated
fairly

-Look at every school.
Socioeconomics is not a reason
to identify schools

Challenges

-Schools will be treated
differently if Title I
(stigmatized)

-Denying access to resources
to other schools

-Leadership needs

-Accountability with local
decision making

-Could create different gaps
based on how funds are
allocated

- Desire to believe that it
would be fair. Some schools
are not even being looked at.

-There may be different needs
at different schools

Question 2: When identifying schools for comprehensive support and improvement, should the State
consider?

• Lowest 5 percent of all schools, or

• Lowest 5 percent of schools by each grade span (elementary, middle and high)?
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Number of Participants selecting Option

Lowest 5 percent of all schools Lowest 5 percent of schools by each grade span

5 10

Benefits

-Lowest is lowest. Money goes to neediest

-Neediest, lowest performing will receive funding

-Capture variations between grades (bands)

-What is the benchmark? Define low.

-Criteria would be different.

-Lack of consistency in criteria

-Comprehensive, addresses all grade spans.

-Hitting needs of different ages, early grades
(literacy and fundamental skills)

-Can target kids at all levels at different transition
points

-Can pinpoint specific measures because metrics
are similar by grade span

Challenges

-Could continually address or skip grade spans

-May not represent all grade levels

-May not provide resources to students who need
them the most

-Metrics are different at grade levels-apples to
oranges comparison

-Could be a whole district

-Doesn’t necessarily address the truest low

-Comparing schools by grade span is like
comparing apples to oranges

-Are we losing focus on the transition between
grades from elementary, middle to HS

-Separate criteria for all.

-All groups at schools don’t operate in the same
grade spans

Question 3: How should the state distribute Title I school improvement funds for schools identified
for Comprehensive Support and Improvement?

• Distribute to LEAs as a formula grant

• Distribute to LEAs through a competitive grant

• Hybrid of the two (ex., formula grant where every district with CSI schools receives a small floor of
funding, and other funding is contingent on quality of the plan, level of need, and commitment to change
from the school and LEA)
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Number of Participants selecting Option

Formula grant Competitive grant Hybrid of the two

12 0 3

Benefits

-Fair and equitable (by
pupil)

-No one has to write a grant

-Fair if it takes into account
pupil count

-Objective

-Money goes to students
regardless of adult
intervention

-Based on the needs of the
students. Allow the LEA to
decide where the money
goes

-Could be more equitable
choice and level the playing
field

Possibility of getting more
money

-Holds school accountable
for allocating resources
where needed

Baseline equitable funding
with the opportunity for
grant funding projects

-Could apply for specific EL
funding

Challenges

-What the formula is

-Rigid-can look on paper and
see what the school needs,
but that doesn’t necessarily
represent total picture of
the school

-Lack of purpose for the
funds (no plan requirement)

-Decision making around
formula is yet to be
determined

-Grant writing is time
consuming

-Forces admin. to choose
where to spend time

-Some are better at writing
grants

-Subjective grant evaluation
by DDOE

-State will review plan so
why make it competitive

-Requires more people and
this should not be a
competition.

-Funding should not be
based on the ability of the
grant writer

-Create inequity within the
district
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-Probably extra work for
district and becomes about
the quality of the grant
writer

-Could be advantageous for
LEAs with grant writers
(unless state provides grant
writing support)

-DOE capacity to read and
review grants

Question 4: If a Comprehensive Support and Improvement School meets its exit criteria early (less
than 4 years), what should be the next step?

Next Steps # of Dots

One and done (out of improvement group) 3

State continues to monitor, but not as closely 3

Continue to provide training and support 1

Create new targets moving forward 1

Ensure sustainability without additional funding 4

Create a decision tree that incorporates levels of monitoring/benchmarks (i.e. exceeds

target by xx, meets target). This dictates level of support/monitoring
5

Continue funds for strategies (reward) to maintain/grow programs that lead to

improvements
5

Follow-up monitoring and support, loosen the reins 0

1 and done; keep money for year 2 (addresses same student group) 4

3 year cycle with success in meeting targets ((1), not (2), success (3)-Are you successful?

Yes and exit)
0

Create a platform for sharing what works with other LEAs; possibility share with that

next 5% (DASA conference, PD day, blog)
0

Recognition for success 4

Continuing one year monitoring, money, support 1

Additional funds from feds to support next lower 5%-sustain and grow 0

Question 5: If a school does not exit Comprehensive Support and Improvement status within 4 years,
what should be the next step?
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Next Steps # of Dots

Bring in outside help/support, such as DOE, consultants, team of educators from other

schools/districts (as determined by data)
1

Conduct new needs assessment with oversight with root cause analysis and “new” plan 5

Determine school based vs district based challenges 0

Partner with wraparound services 0

Assign school-based coach/consultant to focus on implementation of plan and

monitoring of performance (to mitigate turnover). Preferred in-house (teacher leader)
1

Cross-collaboration of school leadership and inclusion of school support services (i.e.

psychologists, literary/media)
2

Shut down and restart-vision reset 1

State provides more specific solutions 3

Create partnerships with successful schools with similar demographics (in or out of

district)
3

Reevaluate reasons and data each year to determine why there has not been

improvement towards targets
1

Requirement to try new plan 0

Focus on growth trend 3

Determine root cause 0

Start over 0

Interview for jobs 0

Look at climate and culture-teachers, student needs (Maslow), safety, stress level,

involve parents and community. Give time and credibility to this
7

Increase supports (not punitive) 2

More and continued analysis of implementation 1

Maintain criteria-do not modify 0

Develop partnerships with successful programs 0


